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Abstract
Can proximity make friendships more diverse? To address this question, we propose a learning-driven friendship formation model to study how proximity and similarity influence the likelihood of forming social connections. The model predicts that
proximity affects more friendships between dissimilar than similar individuals, in opposition to a preference-driven version of the model. We use an experiment at selective
boarding schools in Peru that generates random variation in the physical proximity
between students to test these predictions. The empirical evidence is consistent with
the learning model: while social networks exhibit homophily by academic achievement
and poverty, proximity generates more diverse social connections.
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Introduction

The social connections formed in schools affect students’ social and labor market outcomes
(Chetty et al., 2022a; Lleras-Muney et al., 2020). Therefore, ensuring an egalitarian distribution of social connections in schools is essential to foster social mobility. A policy
instrument to achieve this goal is mixing students from different social and economic backgrounds, thereby increasing the exposure of students to diverse peers. Yet, exposure is
not sufficient to form more diverse social connections. Chetty et al. (2022b) find that half
of the social disconnection across socioeconomic lines in the US is explained by friending
bias: the tendency to befriend peers similar to one’s own, even conditional on exposure to
a more diverse group. As a result, social networks exhibit homophily along race (Currarini
et al., 2009) and academic achievement levels (Carrell et al., 2013). Moreover, students
also prefer that their indirect connections (friends of their friends) share their characteristics (Mele, 2020). This evidence paints a precarious picture for school integration policies.
While such policies can place a diverse body of students in a given school, they still may
fail to cultivate more diverse connections.
A complementary policy instrument to tackle friending bias is within-school allocations. These policies control students’ physical proximity to each other via the assignments
of classrooms, desks, and dormitories. As physical proximity within a school is a critical determinant of friendship formation (Marmaros and Sacerdote, 2006), within-school
allocations aim to foster diverse connections by assuring proximity between dissimilar students. Such a policy, however, bears a hidden cost. In any school, there are only a finite
number of physically close desks and dormitories. Therefore, when a within-school allocation assures proximity between two dissimilar students, it implicitly forgoes proximity
between two similar students. If proximity fosters friendships between dissimilar students
at a lower rate than for similar students, pairing dissimilar students will reduce the total
number of social connections, causing an efficiency loss. Understanding the heterogeneous
effects of proximity is critical for the aggregate effects of allocation policies on the total
number of friendships.
From a theoretical perspective, having a framework that incorporates similarity and
proximity in friendship formation can help identify the drivers of homophily. Under existing models of link formation in social networks (Currarini et al., 2009; Mele, 2017),
homophily is driven by preferences as students derive higher utility from friendships with
similar peers. Yet, a growing body of empirical evidence shows these preferences do not
persist with proximity, as prolonged contact with more diverse groups leads to reductions in in-group favoritism (Boisjoly et al., 2006; Rao, 2019). Moreover, homophily tends
to disappear once people receive information about their potential matches (Gallen and
Wasserman, 2022). This raises the question of whether information frictions rather than
preferences drive homophily.
This paper proposes a learning-based theory of friendship formation and provides an
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empirical test to identify whether information frictions drive homophily. The central
element for this test relies on the heterogeneous treatment effects of proximity by students’
similarity. We also provide empirical evidence of this test leveraging an experiment that
randomly varies proximity between students at selective boarding schools in Peru.
Our model is an application of the theory of exponential bandits (Keller et al., 2005).
In the model, a student decides whether to maintain interactions with a peer, where the
value of maintaining the interaction is initially uncertain and is revealed over time. The
optimal strategy prescribes an exploration phase, where a student engages with a peer
to “test the waters”. If she receives a signal that the interaction is valuable within the
exploration phase, she maintains the interactions; otherwise, she stops engaging with that
peer. The crucial assumption of the model is that when a student engages with a peer
from a similar background, learning about the interaction’s value occurs faster. Then,
students end up being friends with similar peers more often than with dissimilar peers.
That is, friendship patterns exhibit homophily.
The model also explores the role of physical proximity. When a student engages with a
peer in physical proximity, the cost of maintaining interactions is lower. A lower cost allows
the student to explore the value of maintaining interactions longer, which translates into
a higher friendship rate with proximate peers than with remote peers. That is, proximity
fosters friendships.
The model’s distinguishing prediction is that the effect of physical proximity is stronger
for dissimilar peers: proximity fosters diversity. Intuitively, this is because proximity and
similarity are substitutes in this model. When two peers have similar characteristics, the
value of interaction is already explored even when the cost is high. In this case, a lower
cost due to proximity has little impact on the outcome. By contrast, when two peers are
dissimilar, the reduction in the interaction cost extends the exploration phase, allowing
individuals to form new and more diverse friendships. The distinguishing prediction contrasts with an alternative version of the model we explore, where preferences are the main
driver of homophily. In the alternative model, individuals derive a higher expected payoff
from interacting with similar peers. In that case, the effect of proximity on friendships is
higher for similar peers, which is the opposite of our distinguishing prediction.
We verify the theoretical predictions with an experiment at selective boarding schools
in Peru. The details of the experiment are in Zárate (2021) that studies how more central
and higher-achieving peers affect social and academic outcomes. Here, we exploit the fact
that the peer assignment generates random variation in the physical proximity between
a pair of students in the allocation to dormitories. Our empirical strategy leverages this
variation to explore the effects of proximity on social interactions.
Our empirical analysis starts by exploring homophily in three dimensions: poverty
status, baseline academic achievement, and baseline centrality level.1 Our findings show
1

We use eigenvector centrality that measures a student’s influence within their social network. High val-

ues of this measure indicate that a student is connected to other individuals with high values of eigenvector
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that social networks exhibit homophily along these three characteristics. On average, poor
students have 0.66 fewer non-poor friends (p-value < 0.01) than non-poor students. Likewise, compared to higher-achieving students, lower-achieving students have, on average,
1.05 more interactions with other lower-achieving students and 1.26 fewer interactions
with higher-achieving students. The results by other social skills variables (measured by
centrality at baseline) also exhibit homophily. Compared to high central students, less
central students have around 1.07 fewer connections (p-value < 0.01) with more central
peers.
Next, we study the effect of proximity on social interactions. As part of the experiment,
students’ names were randomly organized on a list that school administrators used to
assign students to specific beds and dormitories. Conditional on students’ characteristics,
the distance on the list is random, and it is a strong predictor of the physical distance
between two students. We show that distance on the list is unrelated to social interactions
before the intervention, as expected from this random variation. The effect of distance on
social interactions after the intervention is high and statistically significant. Two adjacent
students on the list are 16.6 percentage points more likely to become friends. This effect
is 23.6 percentage points higher for first-year students, which is intuitive as they have no
prior friendships with their peers.
Finally, we explore the main theoretical prediction of the model: heterogeneous effects
of proximity on social interactions by student characteristics. Our empirical findings are
consistent with the predictions of the learning-driven homophily model. The impact of
proximity on social connections is higher for students with different achievement levels
(around 2.4 percentage points, p-value 0.028) and poverty statuses (around 3.4 percentage
points, p-value < 0.01 ). These results suggest that policies that increase within-school
exposure across both characteristics can succeed in generating more diverse connections
without reducing the total number of friendships.
This paper contributes to three branches of literature. First, we contribute to the
literature on social networks formation in schools. While there has been extensive work
estimating homophily by type in the formation of direct and indirect friendships (Currarini
et al., 2010; Mele, 2020; Paula et al., 2018), less is known about the effects of mixing
students of different types within a school. We show that even though students are more
likely to befriend peers similar to them, this pattern is less prevalent when students are
physically close to each other. This finding is an essential factor to consider when designing
policies for school integration.
Second, we contribute to the literature on contact theory. When two students have different poverty statuses and academic achievement levels, the effect of exposure is stronger
than when they have similar characteristics. These results add to the evidence of contact
on attitudes and preferences such as race (Boisjoly et al., 2006), poverty (Rao, 2019), caste
centrality.
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(Lowe, 2021), and religion (Mousa, 2020).
Finally, on the theoretical front, we propose a novel model of friendship formation. As
in Currarini et al. (2009), our model also predicts homophily. In our model, faster learning (rather than preferences) is the driver of homophily. Kets and Sandroni (2019) also
propose an information-driven theory, where homophily alleviates strategic uncertainty
because similar individuals receive correlated impulses. In comparison, our model makes
predictions on the effects of proximity on friendship patterns. Peski (2008) and Baccara
and Yariv (2013) propose models of homophily where group formation is a critical part of
the argument; in contrast, our model considers the isolated instance of a student choosing
whether to interact with a peer.

2

The Model

We model the friendship process as a game of experimentation with exponential bandits.
The model is based on Keller et al. (2005) and our treatment is closest to Bardhi et al.
(2020).2 The model allows us to decompose the effects of proximity (a design variable)
and similarity (students’ exogenous characteristics) on friendship patterns and understand
their interaction.

2.1

The Friendship Formation Process

There is a finite set of students I. At any point in time, each student i ∈ I decides whether
to maintain interactions with the remaining students in I \{i}. All the interactions between
all pairs occur independently and simultaneously. In what follows, we describe interactions
between a representative pair (i, j) ∈ I × (I \ {i}).
There is a finite set of categories K. Each category k ∈ K represents a binary classification based on observable characteristics (poverty levels, academic achievement, etc.)
Student i’s characteristic in category k is given by:
τik ∈ {0, 1}
For instance, when k represents poverty status, τik = 1 means i has high poverty, and
τik = 0 means low poverty. Student i’s type is τi ≡ {τik }k∈K .
Consider a pair of students (i, j). Based on students’ types, we can introduce a comparison notion for the pair’s similarity. For any characteristic k, let:

1,
if τik = τjk ,
θijk ≡
0,
otherwise.
We say that the pair (i, j) is more similar than another pair (i, `) if: θijk ≥ θi`k for all
k ∈ K, with θijk > θi`k for some k ∈ K.
2

For other models of experimentation, see Keller and Rady (2010), Keller and Rady (2015), and

Strulovici (2010).
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After i and j observe τi and τj , they start the following process of maintaining interactions with each other. The time is continuous, denoted by t ∈ [0, ∞), and the discount
rate is r > 0. At any t, i chooses aijt ∈ {0, 1}. Here, aijt = 1 if i maintains interactions
with j and aijt = 0 if not. Simultaneously, j maintains interactions with i by choosing
aijt ∈ {0, 1}.
Students i and j are at a physical distance dij = dji ∈ {d, d} from each other,3 with
d < d. Maintaining the interactions imposes a flow cost of c(dij ) = c(dji ) > 0 on the
student who maintains the interaction. We impose the following structure on the cost.
Assumption 1. Proximity reduces the cost of interactions, i.e., c(d) < c(d).
For i, maintaining an interaction with j may be valuable or not. When an interaction
with j is valuable for i, i receives a flow payoff of one, and otherwise, i receives a payoff
of zero. The value is denoted by vij ∈ {0, 1}. The realization of vij is initially unknown
to i, who has a prior p0 ≡ Pr(vij = 1). Similarly, j’s value from interacting with i is
vji ∈ {0, 1}, which is drawn independently with a prior Pr(vji = 1) = p0 . We restrict
attention to the case where p0 > c(d): each interaction is valuable in expectation, even
when j is far away.
Student i can learn the value of interaction with j via a signal that arrives at exponentially distributed random times with parameter λij . In particular, the probability that i
receives a signal within the time interval [t, t + dt) is
aijt · vij · λij · dt
Because only valuable interactions generate signals, i is certain that vij = 1 upon the
arrival of the first signal. This is the moment when i “clicks” with j and realizes the
interaction will be worth maintaining: it is a breakthrough as in Keller et al. (2005). The
symmetric argument applies to student j, who receives her signals about vji with rate
λji = λij .
The arrival rate of signals depends on the types of i and j. The crucial condition we
impose on λij is as follows.
Assumption 2. Suppose the pair (i, j) is more similar than another pair (i, `). Then,
(i, j) learn their values of maintaining interactions faster than (i, `), i.e., λij > λi` .
Assumption 2 captures the fact that individuals from similar backgrounds have ease
in communication, perhaps because they share some common knowledge (Mayhew et al.,
1995) or because they share the same mental models of the world (Carley and Palmquist,
1992).
3
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All in all, i’s expected discounted payoff from interacting with j using an action profile
{aijt }t≥0 is:
Z

∞

−rt

re

E


aijt · (vij − c(dij )) dt

0

where the expectation is taken over vij , the stochastic arrival of signals, and {aijt }t≥t .
The optimal strategy {a∗ijt }t≥0 maximizes the total expected payoff of student i at each
history hijt . Here, hijt involves the action profile up to period t, {aij t̃ }t̃<t , and the arrival
of i’s signals. Student j’s payoff and optimal strategy {a∗jit }t≥0 is defined similarly.

2.2

Analysis

The following proposition characterizes the optimal strategy of student i when interacting
with another student j. Due to the independence of learning processes, the strategy of j
when interacting with i is symmetric. The proposition is a corollary of Proposition 3.1 of
Keller et al. (2005) and Lemma A.1 of Bardhi et al. (2020). For the sake of conciseness,
we are omitting the proof here.
Proposition 1. In the optimal strategy, a∗ijt = 1 if and only if the belief pijt = Pr(vij =
1|hijt ) is above
p∗ij ≡

r · c(dij )
r + λij − λij · c(dij )

A couple of notes about the equilibrium dynamics are in order. First, consider the
posterior belief at time t, pijt = Pr(vij = 1|hijt ). Due to the breakthrough nature of the
signal, the posterior decreases as the i maintains interactions with j and the signal does
not arrive. As soon as the signal arrives, the posterior beliefs jump to pijt = 1.
Second, the cutoff belief and the rate of change of beliefs imply an “exploration phase”
where i experiments by waiting for a signal to arrive. If the signal arrives within the
exploration phase, i maintains interactions with j from then on. If it does not, i stops
her interactions with j onwards. By Lemma 3.1 of Keller et al. (2005), the length of the
exploration phase is:
t∗ij

p0 1 − p∗ij
1 − p0 p∗ij

1
=
log
λij
1
=
log
λij



!

p0 r + λij 1 − c(dij )
1 − p0
r
c(dij )



p0 > c(d) ensures that t∗ij > 0, i.e., there is an exploration phase for each pair.
The ex ante probability that i maintains interactions with j sufficiently far ahead in
time is:



∗
Pr a∗ijt = 1|t ≥ t∗ij = p0 · 1 − e−λij ·tij


c(dij )
1 − p0
r
= p0 · 1 −
p0 r + λij 1 − c(dij )
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Similarly, the ex ante probability that j maintains interactions with i sufficiently far ahead
in time is:
Pr

a∗jit

= 1|t ≥

t∗ji





c(dji )
r
1 − p0
= p0 · 1 −
p0 r + λji 1 − c(dji )


c(dij )
r
1 − p0
= p0 · 1 −
p0 r + λij 1 − c(dij )

where the second equality uses dij = dji and λij = λji .
Our empirical analysis is conducted in the dyad level, and we are interested in the
likelihood that at least one student within the pair maintains interactions. Therefore, our
outcome of interest is:

yij (dij ) ≡ Pr a∗ijt = 1 or a∗jit = 1|t ≥ max{t∗ij , t∗ji }
Given the analysis so far, this is equal to:

yij (dij ) = 1 − (1 − p0 ) 1 +
2

c(dij )
r
r + λij 1 − c(dij )

2
(1)

It is important to emphasize that learning about vij and vji is the essential part of this
equation. If vij was revealed to i and vji was revealed to j at t = 0, yij would be equal to
1 − (1 − p0 )2 . The

c(dij )
r
r+λij 1−c(dij )

term corresponds to interactions that are not maintained

due to the initial lack of information. Not surprisingly, as λij → ∞ (i.e., as the information
is revealed immediately) or as c(dij ) → 0 (maintaining interaction is not costly), this term
goes to zero.
Our first result is a sanity check, which generates an empirical prediction we later
verify in Section 3.2. It directly follows from Equation (1) and Assumption 2.
Result 1 (Homophily). Suppose the pair (i, j) is more similar than another pair (i, `).
Then, yij (d) > yi` (d) for d ∈ {d, d}.
Throughout the remainder of this section, we are interested in the treatment effect of
proximity, defined as:
γij = yij (d) − yij (d)
Here, γij is simply the causal effect of placing i and j closer on the likelihood of i and j
maintaining their interaction. Our second result follows from Equation (1) and Assumption 1.
Result 2 (Positive Treatment Effects). For any i and j, γij > 0.
Our final result is the main hypothesis we explore empirically. It follows from Assumption 1 and 2, and Equation (1).
Result 3 (Heterogeneous Treatment Effects). Suppose the pair (i, j) is more similar than
another pair (i, `). Then, γij < γi` .
7

Result 3 implies that, controlling for other dimensions of characteristics, the interaction of proximity and similarity has a negative effect on the likelihood of maintaining
interactions. In other words, the causal effect of proximity is more pronounced on dissimilar pairs. Intuitively, this is driven by the substitutability of proximity and similarity
for fostering friendships. For a given distance, similar pairs explore more and learn about
the value of interaction better. Since they already have better information, proximity
leaves less room for learning for such pairs. The easiest way to see this is considering the
extreme case where λij = λji = ∞ for similar pairs (i.e., they immediately learn about
their values of interaction). In this case, a lower value of distance would have no effect on
the likelihood of friendship for similar pairs, because all the learning takes place regardless
of c(dij ).
We conclude this section by a brief discussion on the normative implications of these
results. Consider a school principal who is assigning students j and ` to two possible
locations. Each location can accommodate only one student, one of the locations is at
distance d from i, whereas the other one is at distance d from i. Suppose the pair (i, j)
is more similar than (i, `), and the objective of principal is to foster the total number
of interactions maintained. Result 3 means that the optimal placement assigns ` to the
location closer to i. This argument can easily be replicated to multiple students, and
the main insight would remain: a designer who wants to foster interactions should place
dissimilar pairs closer.

2.3

Alternative Models of Homophily

In our benchmark model, the ex ante expected payoff from an interaction is p0 , independent
of the pair’s similarity. Result 1, therefore, is purely driven by different rates of learning.
We call this learning-driven homophily. One way to have Result 1 without heterogeneous
learning is to having heterogeneous payoffs, as in Currarini et al. (2009) and Mele (2017).
To this end, we consider an extension of the model where vij is also heterogeneous and
depends on the pair’s characteristics.
Suppose that vij ∈ {0, v̄ij }. At the beginning of encounter, i observes v̄ij and j
observes v̄ji = v̄ij . Here, v̄ij the maximum flow payoff i could receive from maintaining
interactions with j. Nevertheless, i still does not know the realization of vij and has a
prior Pr(vij = v̄ij ) = p0 . To learn the realization of vij , i needs to maintain interactions
with with j as defined in the Section 2.1. Similarly, vji ∈ {0, v̄ji } is independently drawn
with a prior Pr(vji = v̄ji ) = p0 .
To convey our message in simplest terms, let v̄ij have two possible values. Suppose
v̄ij ∈ {vL , vH } with vL < c(d) < c(d) < vH = 1. Here, some friendships have a maximum
flow payoff of vL , which is low enough so that they are not worth exploring. The remaining
friendships have a maximum flow payoff of vH , in which case the pair explores the value
of friendship. We represent v̄ij as a random variable drawn according to the distribution
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P r(v̄ij = vH ) = µij . To capture heterogeneous payoffs, we impose the following structure
on the payoffs.
Assumption 3. Suppose the pair (i, j) is more similar than another pair (i, `). Then,
(i, j) has a higher maximum payoff on average than (i, `), i.e., µij > µi` .
Following the same steps as above shows that in this formulation,
2 !

c(dij )
r
2
yij (dij ) = µij · 1 − (1 − p0 ) 1 +
r + λij 1 − c(dij )
Under Assumptions 1-3, Result 1 still holds: friendship patterns exhibit homophily. In
the extended model, there are two factors contributing to homophily. First, heterogeneity
in v̄ij generates variation in the extensive margin: some interactions are not explored at
all, and, due to Assumption 3, such interactions are more likely to be amongst dissimilar
students. In contrast, heterogeneity in λij generates homophily due to variation in the
intensive margin: out of explored interactions, similar students explore them longer and
learn their payoffs more precisely. The former is the preference-driven homophily, whereas
the latter is learning-driven homophily.
Regarding the analogous version of Result 3, the relative strength of extensive versus
intensive margin determines the direction of the heterogeneous effect of proximity. If
the variation in extensive margin (i.e., preference-driven homophily) is relatively weaker,
Result 3 still holds. However, if the extensive margin is strong enough, the opposite of
Result 3 holds. Our empirical results in the next section suggest that preference-driven
homophily is relatively weaker, and learning-driven homophily is dominant.

3

Experimental Setting

We now turn to the empirical analysis, where we leverage an experiment that randomly
varies the physical proximity between students to test the theoretical predictions in Section
2. The setting of the experiment is the COAR (Colegios de Alto Rendimiento) Network
in Peru. The COAR Network is a set of public selective boarding schools designed for the
most talented low-income students in the country. They operate for the last three years
of secondary school.
The COAR Network comprises twenty-five schools and enrolls approximately three
thousand students every year. Students ages typically range from 14-15 at school entry to
17-18 at graduation. As these are boarding schools, students spend more time in the school
relative to day schools. The schools operate Monday through Friday from approximately
7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. and Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. Outside school hours,
students can study, play with classmates, and do homework in their dormitories. Students
can visit their families on weekends as long as a family member can pick them up from
school. Because many students come from a different region than the school, some stay
at the school on weekends, which offers new opportunities to interact with peers.
9

Applicants are eligible for admission to COAR if they are ranked in the top ten of
their public school cohort in the previous academic year. The admission decisions are
within the region of origin and depend on a composite score of three tests: a math and
reading test, a one-on-one interview, and the observation of students’ interactions with
other applicants.
The three cohorts in our study entered the COAR Network between 2015 and 2017.
The 2017 allocation to dorms was determined by randomly assigning students’ names to
a list, and the position on the list predicts the physical proximity between the students.
In December 2016, we collected a baseline survey of social networks. The survey
included questions on preferred roommates, friendships, study partnerships, and other
social activities (such as playing sports or games). After the experiment, we collected two
follow-up social network surveys with the same questions (August and December 2017)
that we use to test the impact of physical proximity on social connections.

3.1

Descriptive Statistics

Although schools in the COAR Network are restricted to students enrolled at public schools
before admission, there is substantial variation in their demographic characteristics. Social
workers perform a survey upon the entrance of students, classifying them as poor or nonpoor. We restrict our sample to the 19 schools for which this information is available.
Table 1 presents the summary statistics of students in our sample. Approximately 43%
of the students enrolled are male, around 25% come from rural households, and 41% are
classified as poor.
We also characterize students’ academic achievement and social centrality at baseline.
First, we classify students into lower- or higher-achieving types. In particular, within the
same school, grade, and gender, students with an admission score above (below) the cellspecific median are classified as higher-achieving (lower-achieving). Second, we classify
students as either less socially central or more socially central, based on the eigenvector
centrality 4 of the social network at the baseline survey. Students with a centrality above
(below) the cell-specific median are classified as more (less) socially central. Because the
social network surveys were not available for students who enrolled in 2017, these students
are not classified as less or more socially central. Hence, the analysis of social centrality
focuses on the 2015 and 2016 cohorts. Table 1 presents the distribution of student types.
By construction, half of the students are higher- or lower-achieving, and half are more or
less socially central.
Table 1 also presents the summary statistics of the number of connections students
have after the experiment. As in the theoretical section (Section 2), we consider two
students to be connected if, in either of the two follow-up surveys, either of them names
4

Eigenvector centrality measures a student’s influence within their social network. High values indicate

that a student is connected to many other individuals who also have high values.
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the other as a friend, a study partner, or someone with whom they play sports or engage
in other social activities. On average, a student has 10.5 friends, 6.6 study partners, and
8.2 social activities partners. These account for a total of 14.1 connections. Columns 2
and 3 show that poor and non-poor students have a similar number of links. Columns 4
and 5 show that lower-achieving students have approximately 0.5 fewer connections than
higher-achieving students. Although not surprising, the most striking comparison is in
columns 6 and 7: less-central students have, on average, 3.5 fewer connections than the
more-central students.

3.2

Diagnosing Homophily

In light of Result 1, we explore whether social networks after the intervention exhibit
homophily by poverty, academic achievement, and centrality. We estimate the following
equation:
yi = α + β1 poori + β2 lower-achievingi + β3 less-centrali + δyib +

X

γc dic + εi ,

(2)

c∈C

where yi is the number of connections of individual i. Our outcomes include the total
number of connections a student has after the intervention, as well as the number of
connections with students of different types. The variables poori , lower-achievingi , and
less-centrali are dummy variables that take the value of one when individual i is poor,
lower-achieving, and less central, respectively. We control for the number of connections
at baseline yib , and include cell (school-by-grade-by-gender) fixed effects captured by the
dummy variables dic . Finally, εi is an error term.
Table 2 reports the estimates of Equation (2). The first column reports the estimates
on the total number of connections. Poor students have on average 0.55 fewer connections
(p-value < 0.01) than non-poor students. While lower-achieving students have on average
0.22 fewer links, this difference is statistically indistinguishable from zero. Less central
students have 1.14 fewer links than more central students (p-value < 0.01).
Students have more connections with those similar to them. Columns 2 and 3 show
that while poor and non-poor students have a similar number of connections with other
poor students, there is a difference of 0.66 links (p-value< 0.001) with non-poor students.
Columns 4 and 5 show that compared to higher-achieving students, lower-achieving students have around 1.06 more links with other lower-achieving students and around 1.27
fewer links with higher-achieving students. Finally, the results in columns 6 and 7 show
that compared to the more-central students, less-central students form around 0.23 more
links (p-value= 0.035) with other less-central peers and 1.07 fewer links (p-value < 0.001)
with more-central peers. In summary, social networks exhibit homophily in academic
achievement, poverty, and social centrality.
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4

The Role of Proximity

4.1

Random Variation in Proximity

The experiment generates random variation in the physical proximity of two students in
the allocation to dormitories. In particular, students’ names were randomly sorted on a
list, and the schools followed the list to allocate students to specific beds in the dormitories.
The order on the list predicts the physical distance between two students in dormitories.
The details of this design are explained in Zárate (2021) and in Appendix A, where we
also present evidence that the distance on the list predicts the likelihood that students are
neighbors in dormitories.
We leverage the random variation generated by the list to estimate the impact of
proximity on the likelihood that individuals i and j form a social connection. In particular,
we estimate the following equation to explore this relationship:
d
d
yij = α + γlij
+ ηlij
× f irstij + ω 0 Xij + φi + φj + εij ,

(3)

where yij is a dummy variable equal to one when students i and j form a social connection.
d is a dummy variable equal to one when student j is in the neighborhood of
The variable lij

size d of student i on the list. In other words, whether the difference between the position
or the row of students i and j on the list is lower than d:

1 if distance(i, j) ≤ d,
d
lij
=
0 otherwise.
d and a dummy variable for first-year
We also include an interaction term between lij

students in Equation (3). We include this interaction as first-years did not know each
other before the intervention, and some schools also use the lists for classroom allocation.
The vector Xij includes covariates varying at the link level. These include the combination
of gender fixed effects as there is homophily by gender and dorm allocation depends on
gender, the combination of type (by academic achievement and social centrality) fixed
effects as this was part of the experimental design, and whether i and j had a social
connection at baseline. We also control for ego (φi ) and alter (φj ) fixed effects. Finally,
εij is an error term. We cluster the standard errors at the network (school-by-grade) level.
Figure 1 reports the estimates of Equation (3). Panel A shows the results for social
interactions before the intervention.5 In general, and as expected from the random variation, proximity does not predict social interactions before the intervention for all the
neighborhood sizes.
Proximity does predict social interactions after the intervention. Panels B and C
present these estimates. The results in Panel B show that being adjacent on the list (a
distance of 1) increases the likelihood of social interactions by approximately 17 percentage
5

This data at baseline is not available for the first-year students
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points (p-value<0.01). As we increase the neighborhood size, the effect becomes lower,
although it is still statistically significant for a neighborhood of size 8.
The estimates in Panel C show that the effect of proximity is higher for first-year
students. For example, when first-year students’ names are adjacent on the list, there
is an increase of 23 percentage points of them forming a social connection compared to
students in other grades. This larger effect is intuitive as first-year students have not
created previous social links. They are also more likely to share the same classroom.

4.2

Heterogeneous Effects of Proximity

We now explore whether there are heterogeneous effects of proximity by students’ characteristics. In particular, we consider whether students from different poverty statuses,
achievement levels, and centrality at baseline form more or less social connections with
their neighbors than students that share these characteristics. Result 3 predicts that the
effect of proximity is higher for dissimilar students. We estimate the following equation:
yij

= α + βp Dpij + βa Daij + βs Dsij +
d + δ ld × D
d
d
γlij
p ij
pij + δa lij × Daij + δs lij × Dsij +

ω 0 Xij

(4)

+ φi + φj + εij ,

where Dpij , Daij , and Dsij are dummy variables equal to one when students i and j
have a different poverty status, achievement level, and centrality at baseline, respectively.
The remaining variables and parameters are as in Equation (3). The parameters β ∈
{βp , βa , βs } capture whether social networks exhibit homophily. Specifically, when β < 0
students of different types are less likely to form social interactions.
Our parameters of interest are δ ∈ {δp , δa , δs }, which capture whether the effect of
proximity is weaker or stronger when students are of a different type. Based on the results
in Section 2, learning-based homophily predicts that δ > 0, whereas preference-based
homophily predicts δ < 0.
Figure 2 reports the estimates of Equation (4). Overall, the estimates are consistent
with a learning-based model of homophily. The impact of proximity is higher for students
that differ in their poverty status and achievement level. Panels C-E display the estimates
of the vector δ for neighborhoods of different sizes: the heterogeneous impact of proximity
for students with different poverty statuses, achievement levels, and social centrality levels.
The figures in Panels C and D show that we can reject at conventional significance levels
that δp and δa are equal to zero for neighborhood sizes from 1 to 9. Students are more likely
to befriend those with a different poverty status (3.4 percentage points, on average) and
achievement levels (2.4 percentage points, on average) when physically close in dormitories.
By contrast, we cannot reject a homogeneous impact of proximity for students that share
or differ in their social centrality at baseline. The poverty and achievement level results
are consistent with the learning-driven homophily results derived in Section 2.
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5

Conclusion

This paper introduces a model of friendship formation that can explain patterns of homophily in social networks. The model predicts that physical proximity and similarity
are substitutes when students decide how to form social connections. Hence, the effect of
proximity would be larger for dissimilar students.
We corroborate the model by leveraging an experiment at selective boarding schools
in Peru that generates random variation on the physical proximity between students. We
interpret this variation as changes in the cost of forming social connections. The empirical
results show that social networks exhibit homophily in poverty, academic achievement,
and baseline social centrality. The effect of proximity on social interactions is larger for
students with different poverty statuses and academic achievement levels.
Considering the effects of within-school policy variation is vital to understand the
consequences of school integration policies. Even though social networks in the COAR
Network exhibit homophily, policies that foster diversity by mixing students of different
types in dormitories can enhance the structure of more diverse social networks.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
Variable

All students
(1)

Demographics
Male (%)
Rural (%)
Poor (%)
Network variables
Connections
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Connections with poor students
Connections with lower-achieving students
Connections with less central students

N

By poverty
Poor students Non-poor students
(2)
(3)

By Academic Achievement
Lower-achieving Higher-achieving
(4)
(5)

By Social Centrality
Less central More central
(6)
(7)

0.43
0.25
0.41

0.44
0.43
1.00

0.43
0.14
0.00

0.43
0.29
0.46

0.43
0.21
0.36

0.41
0.29
0.47

0.40
0.23
0.39

14.15
6.85
5.54
(4.11)
7.03
(4.25)
9.58
(7.23)

14.19
6.23
6.91
(4.42)
7.26
(3.99)
9.43
(6.73)

14.95
6.59
4.89
(3.54)
7.29
(4.23)
10.22
(7.39)

13.93
6.90
5.63
(4.17)
7.54
(4.57)
9.50
(7.21)

14.37
6.78
5.45
(4.05)
6.53
(3.84)
9.66
(7.25)

11.51
5.55
4.86
(3.81)
5.76
(3.31)
5.76
(3.24)

14.97
5.99
6.08
(4.48)
7.34
(3.57)
5.96
(3.34)

5,467

2,148

3,063

2,731

2,736

1,696

1,687

Notes: This table reports summary statistics for demographic characteristics and the total number of connections students have with their peers. The demographic
characteristics include whether the student is a male, whether they come from a rural household, or from a household classified as poor. Column 1 reports the statistics
for all students enrolled at the COAR Network in 2017. Columns 2 and 3 classify students by poverty status, columns 4 and 5 by academic achievement, and columns
6 and 7 by baseline social centrality. The standard deviations are in parenthesis.

Table 2: Estimates of Students’ Characteristics on Number and Type of Connections

Poor
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Lower-achieving
Less central
mean
N

All students
(1)
-0.547**
(0.169)
-0.218
(0.155)
-1.143***
(0.247)
14.15
5,467

Poor students
(2)
0.137
(0.085)
0.172**
(0.077)
-0.270**
(0.098)
5.54
5,467

Number of connections with:
Non-poor students
Lower-achieving Higher-achieving
(3)
(4)
(5)
-0.664***
-0.065
-0.474***
(0.113)
(0.113)
(0.106)
-0.360***
1.056***
-1.268***
(0.105)
(0.101)
(0.097)
-0.627***
-0.443***
-0.591***
(0.158)
(0.121)
(0.137)
8.29
7.03
7.11
5,467
5,467
5,467

Less central
(6)
-0.476***
(0.143)
-0.070
(0.131)
0.234**
(0.101)
9.58
5,467

More central
(7)
-0.046
(0.075)
-0.131*
(0.071)
-1.072***
(0.163)
4.56
5,467

Notes: This table reports estimates of the impact of students’ characteristics on the number and type of connections. Specifically, the estimates show how poor,
lower-achieving, and less socially central students have different connections and links with specific types of students. Standard errors are clustered at the peer-grouptype-by-student-type level; *** p-value<0.01, ** p-value<0.05, * p-value<0.1.

Figure 1: Effect of Proximity on Social Interactions
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Notes: This figure presents estimates and 90% confidence intervals of Equation (3) for neighborhoods of
different sizes on the list. Panel A shows the direct effect of proximity on social connections at baseline,
N = 213, 799. Social connections at baseline are not available for first-year students. Panels B and C
report estimates on social connections after the intervention aggregating the networks at midline and
endline. Panel B reports the direct effect of proximity, and Panel C the additional effect for first-year
students, N = 348, 079. Standard errors are clustered at the network (school-by-grade) level.
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous Effects of Proximity on Social Interactions
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Notes: This figure reports estimates and 90% confidence intervals of Equation (4) for neighborhoods of
different sizes on the list. The dependent variable is forming a social connection after the intervention
aggregating social networks at midline and endline, N = 348, 079. Panel A reports the direct effect of
proximity (being at a distance less or equal to d on the list). Panel B presents the additional effect of
proximity for first-year students. Panels C, D, and E report the interaction with whether students have
a different poverty status, academic achievement, and social centrality, respectively. Standard errors are
clustered at the network (school-by-grade) level.
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Appendix
A

Experimental Design

The experiment described in detail in Zárate (2021) estimates peer effects on academic
achievement and social centrality. The design classifies students into types using the
median of baseline achievement and social centrality. Conditional on the student’s type,
they are randomized to the type of peer. For the design to be flexible across dorms
of different sizes and structures, students’ names are organized on a list based on the
randomization to the type of peer. School administrators follow the lists to assign students
to specific beds and dorms in the school. This appendix provides a general overview of the
experimental design and how it generates random variation in students’ physical distance
(proximity).
The experimental design guarantees strong variation in the peer attributes of interest
by proceeding in three steps.
1. First, the researcher classifies students into peer types determined by the quantiles in
the distribution of the peer attribute of interest. In the simplest case, the classification
is determined by the median, with only two peer types6 : high and low-type students.
2. In the second step, conditional on a student’s type, each student is assigned to a peer
type; in the case of this experiment, either to a high-type-peer treatment (matched with
high-type students) or to the control group (matched with low-type students). These
two treatment arms are equivalent to assigning students to combinations of a student’s
and a peer type. These combinations guarantee the treatment’s predictive power on
peer attributes (a strong first stage) as they vary the proportion of each type: 0%, 50%,
or 100%.
3. Third, student names are organized on a list that are used for the students’ allocation
to groups. In the case of our experiment, to dormitories of different sizes. Lists are
determined by combinations of student-peer types and are adaptable to dorms of various
sizes.
In the simplest case, with two types of students, high- and low-type students are
assigned to high- and low-type peers. If we look at a student and any of her peers in the
research design, there would only be three combinations of a student’s own type and the
peer type.
a) Combination A: composed of high-type students assigned to high-type peers.
6

Since there is a trade-off between the number of treatments arms and statistical power, I implement
the simplest design with just two types of peers using the median.
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b) Combination B: a mixed combination where half of the members are high-type students
assigned to low-type peers and the other half are low-type students assigned to hightype peers.
c) Combination C: composed of low-type students assigned to low-type peers.
The following matrix illustrates the composition of these combinations, which are a
function of a student’s type and her assigned peer type:

Student Type

Peer Type

High

Low

High

Low

Combination A

Combination B

Proportion High=100%

Proportion High=50%

Proportion Low=0%

Proportion Low=50%

Combination B

Combination C

Proportion High=50%

Proportion High=0%

Proportion Low=50%

Proportion Low=100%

Each row in this matrix represents a type of student, and each column is the assigned
peer type. The diagonal of the matrix shows all combinations composed of a single student
type. Off-diagonal elements of this matrix are symmetrical, as students are matched to
peers of the opposite type in Combination B.7 The size of each of these combinations is
determined by the sample size of randomization strata. For example, if the total sample
is thirty students, fifteen students are high-type, fifteen are low-type, and each of these
combinations would have ten students. Combination A would have ten high-type students,
Combination B, five high- and five low-type students, and Combination C, ten low-type
students.
More relevant to this paper, this experimental design is flexible enough to adapt to
groups of various sizes. In particular, participants’ names are sorted on a list based on
their student-peer type combination, and schools use the list to assign students to specific
groups. In our case, dorms or beds in large dormitories. Under this design, the position
on the list predicts the final assignment to groups and the physical proximity between two
students in a dorm. For example, students whose names are adjacent on the list are more
likely to be roommates or in neighboring beds.
Each student’s position on the list is random and determined by the assignment to
the treatment as follows. First, student-peer-type combinations are randomly ordered on
the list. Second, the students’ order in the list is also randomized with one condition:
the list alternates the two student types in the mixed combination (Combination B). This
rotation guarantees that the closest neighbors’ type on the list coincides with the student’s
treatment arm. For example, for a student assigned to type-H peers, the two adjacent
names on the list (the one before and the one after) would be of type H.
7

Notice that for all three combinations to have the same size, two-thirds of students are assigned to
peers of their same type, and one-third to the mixed combination.
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Let’s consider an example with 12 students (6 low and 6 high types) who get assigned either to the treatment (high-type peers) or the control (low-type peers). First, the
student-peer-types combinations are randomly ordered on the list, and one of six potential
orders is selected.8 In this example, I assume that the selected random order is A-C-B.
Within each combination, students are randomly ordered while adhering to the condition
that students in the mixed group alternate. The following list illustrates this example,
with the letters H and L representing the student’s type and the blue font identifying
students assigned to the treatment (high-type peers).
− L − L} − H
− H − L}
− H − H} − L
| − L {z
| − L {z
|H − H {z
Group A

Group C

Group B

This illustrative list represents how the experimental design is adaptable in allocating
students to dorms of various sizes. For example, if students were assigned to six dorms of
two students each, the assignment would look as follows:
− H} − L
− L} − L
− L} − H
− L} − H
− L},
H
− H} − |H {z
| {z
| {z
| {z
| {z
| {z
Dorm 1

Dorm 2

Dorm 3

Dorm 4

Dorm 5

Dorm 6

Each student ends up with exactly one roommate whose type always corresponds to
the assigned treatment arm. The list is also flexible for larger dorms. For example,
if dormitories carried four students, the dorms’ composition would perfectly align with
student-peer-type combinations:
− H − H} − L
− L − L} − H
− H − L}
|H − H {z
| − L {z
| − L {z
Dorm 1

Dorm 2

Dorm 3

Noncompliance can nonetheless occur in dormitories of sizes that do not fully conform
to student-peer-type combinations. For example, consider dorms with three students. The
allocation would be as follows:
L − L} − L
{z − H} − H
| −{z
| −L
{z− H} − L
| −H
{z − L},
|H − H
Dorm 1

Dorm 2

Dorm 3

Dorm 4

The list is also flexible enough to adapt to large dorms by placing, in the same bunk bed
or in adjacent bunk beds, students who are adjacent to each other on the list. Overall,
the list’s order is directly linked to the physical proximity between two students in a
dormitory. Students who are adjacent on the list are more likely to be near each other in
the dormitories. In small dorms, the assigned peers likely share the same room. In bigger
dorms, students and assigned peers are placed either in the same bunk bed or in beds
next to each other. Our empirical strategy exploits the random variation on the list as a
measure of proximity.
The specific design of the experiment in this paper follows the same structure but with
two treatments: more socially central peers and higher-achieving peers. With four student
8

The six potential orders are: (i) A-B-C, (ii) A-C-B, (iii) B-A-C, (iv) B-C-A, (v) C-A-B, (vi) C-B-A.
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types, there are ten student-peer type combinations. These combinations are randomly
ordered on a list using the same guidelines as the ones described in the example above.
In general, after conditioning on student’s type, the list generates random variation in the
physical proximity between two students.
We verified the compliance of school authorities with the experiment by comparing the
lists we sent to the schools with the final allocation to dormitories. We corroborate whether
school authorities followed the protocols by estimating equation 3 on the likelihood that
two students are neighbors in dormitories. For small dormitories (fewer than five students),
neighbors are students in the same dorm (roommates). For larger dormitories (more than
five students), neighbors are students in either the same or the adjacent bunk bed.
Panel A of Figure A.1 presents the estimates for d ∈ {1, . . . , 9}. The distance on the
list predicts that students become neighbors in dormitories, which confirms that schools
followed the list to assign students in the dormitories. Panel B presents the interaction
of the neighborhood’s size dummies with being a first-year. There is no difference in how
the distance on the list impacts the likelihood of being neighbors for first-years versus the
other cohorts.
Figure A.1: Impact of Proximity on Being Neighbors in Dormitories
Panel B: Interaction with First-years
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Notes: This figure presents estimates of Equation (3) for different values of distance on the list, d, on the
likelihood of being neighbors in a dormitory. Panel A shows the direct effect of being at a distance less or
equal to d on the list, and Panel B presents the differentiated effect for first-year students.
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